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1. Introduction 
Cofibrations in .?379 (the bicategory of topoi and geometric morphisms) were 
studied in [5]. The point of that work was to give substance and precision to the 
idea that a left functor between topoi is a progeometric morphism. To this end, YZV 
cofibrations were characterized in terms of both V&Y fibrations and certain dia- 
grams called gamuts. This sequel deals with a question arising from each of those 
characterizations. 
For the first we recall that a Y89’ cospan, p* : A -+EtB : q*, is a 379 cofibration 
from B to A if and only if p : A +E+B : q is a %YdY fibration from B to A such that 
(i) the left action, (a : a-+ep, e) H ae, has a right adjoint, and 
(ii) the right action, (e, eq --) b : 8) H e/Y, is left exact. 
Since p is a left fibration, one can ask for an interpretation of (i) in terms of the 
corresponding A -indexed category. As shown in [5], (i) provides certain A -indexed 
products but the interpretation seems forced. This is not too surprising sincep tends 
to generalize dom : A * +A. 
It transpires that q, in addition to being a right fibration, is also a left fibration. 
We showed in [5] that the Beck-Chevalley condition is satisfied. This means that 
the right action above can be interpreted as a B-indexed summation. In terms of this 
interpretation Section 2 provides a complete characterization of (ii). Simply stated 
it says that B-indexed sums are disjoint and universal. Our indexed notions of ‘dis- 
joint’ and ‘universal’ appear to be new. The general reference for indexed matters 
continues to be [4]. 
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Our second question amounts to asking whether composition of left exact func- 
tors is progeometric morphism composition. From [5] we have 
where .BEYdenotes the bicategory of topoi, left exact functors and natural transfor- 
mations. There is an accepted composition of (co)fibrations in a bicategory, [6], 
which generalizes the construction available in $&M Codiscretes are closed under 
composition. We therefore seek to show (%%Q@B?Y9 YP9) - Y8’?P” as bicate- 
gories. 
A gamut, relative to the forgetful homomorphism ( ?? )* : Y&V-+ 2%Yco, from B 
to A is a diagram: 
h A-B 
in J%Y% Arrows between gamuts (these involve (a)*) and transformations be- 
tween such arrows were defined in [5] (following IS]). We write *%&#(B,A) 
for the resulting bicategory. In [5] we showed (~‘~98 .SfkY)(B, A)- *!M.//(B, A) 
as bicategories. A composition of gamuts is given in Section 3 and this enables 
us to show ( %+Y%%’ .Y?M’) - *!Mn’/ as bicategories with &PMY-valued horns. 
( ‘I;%P YJMY.$ .Y?v~) - .JKY’~~ is an immediate corollary. 
Notation which is not explicitly introduced here is to be taken as in [5]. 
2. Left exact right actions 
Let PZY%&‘Y denote the bicategory of categories with finite limits, left exact 
functors and natural transformations. Throughout, q : E-+ B will denote an arrow 
in _GXY%“K The following remarks are deduced easily from discussions in [5]. The 
first is implicit in [2]. 
Remark 1. q is a 9MY left fibration if and only if it has a fully faithful right adjoint 
(4*). cl 
Remark 2. The forgetful homomorphism %%?‘E~~-+ V@” creates finite (bi)limits 
and right adjoints and hence also left fibrations. q is a %?Y%M- right fibration if 
and only if it is a %%‘Y right fibration and the right action is left exact. El 
We henceforth assume that q is both a V&Y left fibration and a %“Y right 
fibration. 
We write (a, e) y a0 e for the left action and refer to it as substitution. Although 
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we work directly with the left fibration q, it will be more than convenient to have 
the vocabulary of indexed categories at hand too. We write Q for the B-indexed 
category that corresponds to q. For a in B, Q” is the category of objects and mor- 
phisms of E that are q-over a. For a : a-+ c in B, a0 - : Q’-) Q”. We continue to 
write (e, /3) - e/3 for the right action and note that for all fl: bdc in B we have 
-/31/30-. In such a situation one would like to say “efl is the c-indexed family of 
objects of Q obtained from the b-indexed family e by summing along the fibres of 
p”. (The reader may now find it useful to think of e/3 as a ‘multiple’ or copower 
of e.) In [4] it was emphasized that the above interpretation is reasonable if and only 
if -/3 lifts to a B/c-indexed functor -p : Qb-+ Q’. Furthermore, it was shown that 
this is the case precisely if q satisfies BC, the Beck-Chevalley condition, which we 
repeat here for later convenience. 
Condition BC. If 
C 
is a pullback in B, then for e in Qb, ao(eB)c((e oe)n. Cl 
From a formal point of view, observe that q/B-+B is also a left fibration and that 
BC is equivalent to the right action, q/B+E, being a morphism of-left fibrations 
(Cartesian functor) over B. This seems to have been stressed first by BCnabou [l]. 
Proposition 3. If (e, /3) - ep is left exact, then q satisfies BC. 
Proof. Recall that, for e : p-’ b in B and e in Qb, q 0 e can be calculated as the 
following pullback in E: 
pq* IQ9 
------b=eqq,, * 
where Q is the unit for q -I q*. (Q 0 e)q is isomorphic to p via an isomorphism which 
upon application of q* to it identifies (@ 0 e)Q with e o e+pq* . The proof of Proposi- 
tion 29 in [5] applies now. Cl 
In many natural examples, families of sums, e/3, can be calculated in terms of 
‘sums’, e!, where ! : b+l. 
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is a pullback in E, where c abbreviates cq,. 
Proof. 
j ------+I respectively jT$ 
c-c cKc-c\l 
is a pullback in E, respectively B2. 0 
Remark 1 allows us to simplify notation. If eq= b, then we may write e-b for 
the unit, eq: e + eqq* , to express ‘ ‘e is q-over b “. 
We have observed, in the proof of Proposition 3, that if e : p-+ b in B, and e-b, 
then Qoe -++p. Similarly, if also fi: b+c in B, then ep++c. 
Our first ‘new’ condition, SD, says sums are disjoint. 
Condition SD. If e-b and p: b +c is in B, then 
Jea\ e\ep/e 
is a pullback in E, where 6 : b-+ b X, b is the diagonal. Cl 
To understand the condition, consider the case where B=set, Qb is an ordinary 
discrete power of Q and c= 1. For e in Qb we may write e = (eB)BE b, where each 
eB iS an object of Q. We have eb= Cseb eB. The opcartesian arrow, e-,ea, when 
interpreted Over b gives (eB + zBEb eB)BEb, the b-indexed family of sum injections. 
The pullback exege can be calculated by first interpreting the data over b x b 
( = b x, b) and then calculating the pullback of the resulting b x b-indexed family of 
cospans. The (B,B’)th is 
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To say that the result is es is to say that the (B,B)th pullback is e,, for each B, and 
that the (B,B’)th is 0, for B#B’. In other words, the injections are monos and pair- 
wise disjoint. 
Proposition 5. If (e, fl) - efl is Zeft exact, 
Proof. 
/e, , respectively 
e\e/e 
then q satisfies SD. 
is a pullback in E, respectively B2. 0 
Our second condition, SU, says sums are universal. 
Condition SU. If e-++ b and /J: b-+c is in B and 
(the latter implies that d+ e/? is q-over c), then (d xep e)/Fd. Cl 
The interpretation is simple. A pullback, d xepe-,d, of a sum diagram, e+ep, 
is a sum diagram. 
Proposition 6. If (e, fi) c-) e/3 is Zeft exact, then q satisfies SU. 
Proof. 
respectively 
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is a pullback in E, respectively B2. (Hence (dx,8e)/3%ix,Be/3+i) Cl 




(and /3 is in B), then (d x, e)fl”dx,e/3. 
Proposition 7. SU impfies GFR. 
Proof. e+x factors as e+ e/3+x. Consider 
Remark 8. The entire pullback diagram for d xX efl is in Q’. Indeed, it is a pullback 
in Q’ too. d x, e is an object of Q’. With the help of the substitution functor PO -, 
it can be calculated as a pullback in Q’. More generally, any finite limit in E can 
be calculated as follows: Calculate the limit in B of the diagram of indexing objects. 
Call it b, say. Using the substitution functors derived from the projections out of 
b, form a new diagram in Qb. Calculate the limit in Qb. So d xXecpodxaoxe. 





Here the vertical arrows are the left adjoints of the obvious functors constructed 
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from fro-. It is fairly easy to see how this generalizes the usual formulation of 
Frobenius reciprocity as found, say, in [3]. 
If the fibres of q are Cartesian closed, Frobenius reciprocity is equivalent to the 
preservation of exponentiation by substitution. Taking right adjoints to the functors 
in the diagram above we get 
Theorem 9. (e, #I) - e/3 is left exact if and only if q satisfies the conjunction of BC, 
SD and SU. 
Proof. We have only to show ‘if’. Since (e, 8) w e/I is unitary (e(eq) = e), it preserves 
1. To show that it preserves pullbacks we begin by establishing the following sym- 
metric version of GFR: 
Condition SFR. If 
-x-e 
i t I 
a-c- 
a B b 
(with (r and B in B), then da x, ebg(d x, e)(a x,/l). 
Let 
Then 
The general setup is 
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with the 8’s in B. It follows that the arrows between the p’s are also in B. We must 
show 
A fairly large diagram of indices will be helpful. 
b 
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z @0oe0) x (31 O e1) 
SFR (a0xba)oeS > 
X 
(B0xb,Xbb,81)0(a0xbal)oeS 
(e1 O 31 Oed 
> 
Now assume, for the moment, that #I is mono. Then aoxB al is iso and 
But it also follows from SD that if j3 is mono, then e+ep is mono and hence 
e. x, el = e. xep el. So at least for j3 mono we have 
and we can continue our chain of isomorphisms above. 
We now use eopo Xeb e& = (e. Xe el)(bo Xb &), valid for mono 8, to establish 
for arbitrary j3. This will 
Consider 
finish the proof. 
e0 x Ed. 
e. x e e x e, 
J es \ J e* \ 
6 ed e1 
-\/ \J 
e e 
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in which all squares are pullbacks, the lowest in virture of SD. 
09 Yo) /eo\ J( aoT\ao:a\ 
“\ /e and ao-ao La h< :i”“” 
1 
are pullbacks; hence e. x,~ er= eo( 1, yo), Similarly e xeB e= el (VI, l), so 
eO~el=eO(l,YO)~el(yl, 1). 
Finally, observe that (r is mono and 
is a pullback. cl 
Remark 10. If E and B are topoi, then the q we are studying is the inverse image 
of an open inclusion in %!V. (See Corollary 32 in [5].) Theorem 9 and the example 
cod : B2-+B lead one to conjecture that the fibres, Q”, of q are topoi. This is the 
case. We may represent q : E +B as A/“+B where p* : A +E is the closed comple- 
ment of q* and f: B-+A is the fringe. Clearly Qba A/bf is a topos (and, 
moreover, the substitutions p 0 - : Qc +Qb are pullback functors). This says that a 
sheaf on E, whose restriction to the open B is b, amounts to a sheaf, a, on the closed 
complement, A, together with data, a+bf, to patch a and b. Cl 
We conclude this section with two further applications of our ‘multiplication of 
pullbacks’ argument. 
If (@B : dB +eB)BE b is a family of morphisms in a category with sums that are dis- 
joint and universal (in the usual sense), then for all BE b 
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is a pullback. Synthetically we have: 
Proposition 11. If (e, 8) - efl is left exact, then for 
with /I in B, 
e 
is a pullback. 
Proof. 
Lawvere in [3] showed that general existenial ‘quantification’, which includes our 
-8, can be expressed in terms of quantification along a projection, -Q for 
Q : b x c + b, and along a diagonal, -6 for 6 : c+c x c. In fact, of the latter kind he 
needed only CCI *c x c, the ‘equality predicate’. His proof of Proposition 12 below 
used only Frobenius reciprocity and the particular instance of BC which we have 
noted there. 
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es= 7roe x (7$,~)oc6 e. 
bxc > 
Proof. From 
we have e(bJ)=excx bxC b(b,p). But exc=zoe and b(b,jJ)=(Poc)(b,P)= 
(I@,@) 0 cd, the last isomorphism arising from BC applied to the.pullback 
Finally, B = (b, 6)~. Cl 
Consider the left fibration cod : mono(B)+& where B is a topos, say. In this case 
e- b may be read as e)-+ b, ep becomes the image of e under fl and the conclusion 
of Proposition 12 using ‘variables’ say “ YE efi if and only if 3X [XE e & Xj? = Y]“. 
For B a topos, cod : mono(B)-*B does not yield a left exact right action. Proposition 
12 is of course valid for cod. The first isomorphism in the proof is easily checked 
for this example. On the other hand, Proposition 4, which is superficially similar, 
is not valid for mono(B)-+B. It is easy to check that mono(B)-rB satisfies BC and 
su. 
3. Cofibrational composition 
As promised in the Introduction, we begin with Street’s composition of cofibra- 
tions. We take the following as the basic situation for our discussion: 
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Here the lower triangles are gamuts and the spans (p, E, q) and (r, F, s) are the cor- 
responding 3ZVop fibrations. We abbreviate these spans by E and F respectively. 
(The top triangles do not commute! Indeed, recalling the remark after Proposition 
9 of [5], we have p+qh as one of the components of a universal tetrahedron over a.) 
The composite span, F 0 E, from C to A is constructed as the pullback 
/FoE\ 
in YZVop. (Recall that q* and r* are necessarily 9299 inclusions.) We also have 




A B C 
in .7&Yop (created by .%@S@op + %sV) and a transformation, 
FOE + 1 P-E, 
in (YZ%V ~ZYop)(C, A) which is best described by 
(e, N) +-----A 
-b’=dr,b’ 
(e, /3d)+ (ep, d) in F 0 E is the compatible pair consisting of the opcartesian arrow, 
e-+e& in E and the Cartesian arrow, j?d+d, in F. The composite 3VVoPfibration, 
FOE, from C to A is defined by the following coinverter diagram in 
(YZ/V .?%Vop)(C, A): 
F@E+FoE; 1 F+E. 
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To calculate F@E, it suffices to calculate the coinverter in 9?99°p. In other 
words we must calculate the inverter of 
in 3379 and this, as we will show, may be calculated as the inverter of 
in %“Y, where the natural transformation corresponds via adjointness to that with 
which we started. It is given explicitly by 





d@,u is the square obtained by forming the pullback of vj and CT, and dK is the 
induced map from the B-component of d to the B-component of d@*u. 
Proposition 13. F@E is the full subcategory of F 0 E determined by those pairs of 
squares (e, d) for which d is a pullback. 
Proof. Certainly the description in the Proposition statement is valid for the %%Y 
inverter. Call it R. It is easy (but tedious if done directly) to show that a: (e, d)- 
(e(dK), d@*u) provides a left adjoint to the inclusion of R in Fo E. Since @* and 
u are right adjoints and (e, /3) ,+ e/3 is left exact, it follows that a is left exact. So R 
is a sheaf subtopos of Fo E. 
If h,: X+Fo E is a direct image functor (with h-i h,) which inverts, then as a 
functor it factors through R (bi!) uniquely. Write k* : X-R. Now 
ra,h +x in X 
ra*dxh*= xk*a* in F 0 E 
r+xk* in R, 
the last line since a*(a+ a*) is fully faithful. So k* is a direct image and R is 
FOE. 0 
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Remark 14. Write 5?%Yco + %‘&F for the homomorphism which sends x : m*-* 
n*:S+T in F&Y to x*:n* +m* : S + T. It should be an interesting (and useful) 
exercise to discover exactly which inverters are created by YZVco+ %%‘% The situa- 
tion in the preceeding discussion is rather special. There we have %“Y adjunctions 
n -I n*-i m-i m*; isomorphisms m*m ZS, n*nzS, n,m% and that the idem- 
potent left exact triple which determines R is just m*n. Moreover, x* corresponds 
via adjointness to the inverse of m*m%J. Cl 




is given as follows: 
vjfg 
is defined to be a pullback in A, and 
defines c(r@o) as an induced map. 
Theorem 15. Composition of gamuts corresponds to coflbrational composition. 
Proof. Let G be the cofibration from C to A corresponding to the above gamut. 
Then an object of G may be pictured as 
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More precisely, the data consists of objects a, x, y and c from the corresponding 
topoi; together with morphisms a : a-ckh, y : a-+yjh and #I : a+xg in A; morphisms 
E : x-+yjf and 6 : x-ckf in X and a morphism v : y+ci in Y. The equations imposed 
on these by the square above are 
(making (@, y) a morphism into (x, E, y)Y) 
ujf 
(making (6, V) a morphism in X/jf) 
ckh 
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and 
ckh 
(expressing commutativity of the square). 
On the other hand, an object of FOE may be pictured as a pair 
Ybh\ ba 
where the square on the right is a pullback. It follows that this data essentially con- 
sists of objects a, x, y and c as above; 8= (a, 7) and v satisfying (iv) (since h is left 
exact); @ satisfying, together with a and y, (iii) and (i) (commutativity of the left 
square above) and ry = (6, E) satisfying, together with v, (ii) (since f is left exact). 
Clearly G is equivalent to FOE. Cl 
Remark 16. We did not demonstrate that the .%Vop span FOE as constructed is 
actually a .97?9 Op fibration This follows from the general theory of fibrations in a . 
bicategory [6] and of course also from Theorem 15. Cl 
Theorem 15 together with our earlier result, (%‘03+%~ .5QJp)(B, A) - *!+?L 4/(B, A), 
gives us (VCMM .%Q:Y) - *!MH, an equivalence of bicategories with bicategory- 
valued horns. 
Proof. If X- 1- Y, then also X/jf- 1. Cl 
Since the codiscrete cofibrations (proarrows) are our main interest it is worth 
noting how the constructions above specialize. The basic situation becomes 
A/h B/k 
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A/kh is embedded in B/k0 A/h via 
(a:a+ckh)-(a:a+ckh,ck=ck). 
The left adjoint is given by 
(0 : a*bh, L : b+ck)- (@(ah) : a-)ckh). 
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